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MOBILE PHONE USE

Some things to know before you give your talk:
 As supervisor, you should know from the media that mobile phone use, particularly texting is causing

numerous accidents, many of them fatalities. This is also occurring on worksites

Example outcome:

Los Angeles – September 2008

A commuter train that failed to stop for a red signal resulted in the USA’s deadliest commuter train wreck in
the last 40 years. Grieving relatives of the dead and injured learned that this horrendous tragedy was caused
by a Metrolink engineer who ran a red light.

The fatal mistake put the train on a 40-mph, head-on-collision course with a Union Pacific freight train, resulting
in 25 people dead, another 135 injured, twisted wreckage, mangled steel, smouldering metal, and scattered
belongings.

When the train ran the red light, it triggered an emergency signal. A warning call was sent to the train from a
Metrolink dispatch centre, but it was too late, the call was answered up by a surviving crew member seconds
after the crash who said the crash had already happened.

Two teenagers had told a local television station they had been exchanging text messages with the engineer
just prior to the collision. Early investigation results indicate the engineer was text messaging and missed the
red light indicating the train needed to stop and to allow another train to utilize common tracks ahead.

This tragic story highlights that the use of cell phones while doing other tasks can have deadly consequences.
Whether you’re driving or working in a production environment, the use of a cell phone distracts your mind
and sometimes your eyes away from the task at hand. Even though Metrolink had a policy forbidding the use
of cell phones while working, the engineer ignored it.

Ask the crew?
 When could an accident occur on the worksite as a result of an individuals in-attention while using a

mobile phone?
 Could an accident result in a fatality on our worksite?

Discuss with the crew:
 How best do we as a business manage mobile phone use on the worksite to prevent accidents?
 When is it OK to use a mobile phone?
 When do we never use a mobile phone on the worksite?
 How should we best manage emergency calls from our family or friends?
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